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REDUCIBILITY OF A COMPLEX VECTOR FIELD
TO A MIZOHATA TYPE OPERATOR

JONGSIK KIM AND YONG JING SUK

§ 1. Introduction

In this article, we shall show that a complex vector field

L= ;t +ib (x, t) ;x

satisfying the property Mk (for definition cf. next page) is reducible to
a Mizohata type operator

L=.1-+itk.1-at ax
where k is an odd positive integer by a local change of coordinate in
a neighborhood of the origin if and only if the partial differential
equation

Lu=O
has a Ck solution u with derivative du, not vanishing in a neighborhood
of the origin (cf. Theorem 2).

Whether such an equivalence holds or not, was raised and positively
answered by Treves in [5J for the case k= 1.

The generalization, however, to arbitrary odd positive integers has
turned out to require a deep analysis in solutions of Lu=O (cf.
Theorem 1).

Let Q be an open neighborhood of the origin in R2. We denote a
point in R2 by (x, t).

Let L be a COO complex vector field given by

(1) L=3-+ib(x t)3-ot 'ox
where b (x, t) is a real valued Coo function in Q.

For an integer j~O, we define Xj , a subset of Q, such as
(jib

X j = {(x, t) EQ I (jti (x, t) =O}.
----------
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For each integer k~1, we introduce the condition M" on b(x, t) such
that

(i) 2 j U=O, 1, ..., k-1) are all equal and coincide
(M,,) with one dimensional COO manifold 2 of Q, and

(ii) ~~ (x, t) *0 for all (x, t) E2.

Also we introduce the condition (M,,) such as
(i) 2 j U=O, 1, ..., k-1) are all equal and coincide

(M,,) with 2= {(x,t) EQlt=O}, and
rib .

(H) at" (x, 0) *0 for all (x, 0) El,'.

In this paper we prove that the linear partial differential operator
defined by (l) is locally

~ +itkg(x, t) ;x'

where g(x, t) is a nowhere vanishing real valued COO function, if L
satisfies the condition M" for some nonnegative integer k.

We also prove that when L satisfies the condition M k for k=2n+l,
(n=O, 1,2, ...), in order that Lu=O has a C" solution u such that du*O
in an open neighborhood V of woE2, it is necessary and sufficient that
there be a looal chart (U, x, t) in V centered at Wo in which

L=g(x, t) (~ +it";x)'

2 n U= {(x, t) E Ult=O}
with gECoo(U) nowhere zero.

§ 2. Main theorems

LEMMA 1. Let L be a Coo complex vector field defined by (1).. We
assume that M" (k: nonnegative integer) holds for b(x, t). If woE2,
then there exists an open neighborhood V of Wo such that

b(x, t) =tkg(x, t),
where g(x, t) is a nowhere vanishing real valued Coo function in V.

Proof. By the translation of coordinates if necessary, we may assume
that Wo is the origin in R2.

. ajb . ()kb
Smce atj (x, 0) =0 for J=O, 1, ..., k-1 and otk (x, 0) *0, by the
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Malgrange preparation theorem, there exists V, an open neighborhood
of the origin, such that in V,

b (x, t) = g(x, t) (tk+al (X)tk- I+ ... +ak (x»,
where ai(x) (i=l, 2, ... , k) is a real valued C= function in V and
g (x, t) is a nowhere vanishing real valued C= function in V.

By the condition 1fIh, for each fixed x,

tk+al (x) tk- 1+ ... +ak (x)
has a k-multiple root t=if>(x) for some function if>.

Therefore,
tk+al(x)tk-1+"'+ak(x) = (t-if>(x»k.

Since -kif> (x) =al (x) and aI (x) is a real valued C= function III V,
if>(x) is a real valued C= function in V.

Thus
b (x, t) = g (.r:, t) (t -if> (x) ) k.

From the fact that b(x, 0) =0 for all (.r:, 0) E V, we have
if> (x)-O.

REMARK 1. The class of operator satisfying the condition Mk with
odd integer k~ 1 includes the generalized Mizohata operator

~ +itk ;x (k;;;;l, odd integer),

where ~ is the x-axis.

LEMMA 2. Let L be a C= complex vector field in Q defined by (1).
We assume that M k (k: odd nonnegative integer) holds for b(x, t).

Let u=A(x, t) +iB(x, t) with A, B, real valued, be the Ck solution of
Lu=O

such that Ax=tO at every point in an open neighborhood V of woE~. Then
HAjB=O for l~j~k

HAk+IB=tO
in ~ n V. Here HA denotes the Hamiltonian vector field defined by A.

Proof. Note first that Lu=O implies At = bBx, Bt = -bAx'

HAB= - {A, B} = AtBx - AxBt

=bBx2+bAx2=b(Ax2+ Bx2).
Now,

H A2B= {A, {A, B}}
= (-1)bt A x (Ax2+Bx2) +ba2(X, t)
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'for suitahle"a2(x, t). By ip.dudion,
()Hb 0;-2b

H A;B=(-l);-l ot;-l A x;-1(Ax2+Bx2) + ot;-2 a;.l(x,t)

+···+ba;. ;-1 (x, t).
. , . tJkb ..

H~k+lB=(-1)k~A/(Ax2+B/)+···+bak+l.k(x,t).
ut .

Thus on ~n V
HAjB=O for j~k,

HAk+lB=1= O.

REMARK 2. We note that ~ nV= {(x, t) E VIHAB(x, t) =O}.
Also we note that i£ du~0 at every point in V, then there exists

a solution u=A+iB such that Ax~O' at every point in V. .In sequel,
u is such a solution.

THEOREM 1. Let L be a Coo complex vector fiEld in- Q defined by (l).
We assume that Mk(k : odd nonnegative integer) holds for b(x, t).

Let u=A(x, t) +iB(x, t) be the Ck solution of Lu=O such that du=l=O
in an open neighborhood V of woE~. Then one can choose lOfal ,coordi
nates (x, y) in an open neighborhood U(c V) of wo, vanishing at wo,
such that

(2) u(x, y) -u(O, 0) = {I+ir(x, yk+l)} (x+icOyk+l) .

.Proof. For the sake of simplicity we assume that Wo is the origin
of R2;'

- Let HAkB . 7:.
As {A, HAkB} =1=0 at wo, we may write (cf. (6»

.. .. . HAk~lB' Aik-l(A)+t"gk-l(A, z).
Considering the case '1."=0, we see that Aik-l (A) =0.
Let us apply HA on both sides to get

'I." HAkB= (HA'I.") gk-l (A, 'r) +'1." (HAgk-l (A, t"».
As HA'I."=I=O, we get

gk-l (A, t") = (HA '1.") -17:[1-HAgk-l (A, '1.")].
Therefore

H,;k_lB='I."2[1-HAgk_l(A, 'I.")J (HA'I.")-l
=t"2hk_1 (A, '1.").

Now we can. write· HAk- 2B as
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HAk-2B=Aik-2(A) +zogk-2 (A, -r)
=zogk-2(A, zo).

Then

That is,

Hence

Therefore

That is,

Hence
hk- 2(A, -r) = {2(HA-r) l-lZO[hk_1(A, zo) - H Ahk- 2(A, zo)].

Summing up,

Now let

Then

or

Therefore

and hence
HAk-3B=Z02qk_S(A, -r).

Apply HA to both sides. Then

zo3hk_2= H Ak-2B= 2zo (HAzo) qk-S+ Z02 (HAqk-S)'
Therefore

Hence
HAk_3B=Z03hk_3(A, -r).

Applying HA again we see that
H k_3B=zo4hk_3(A,zo).

A .
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Repeating the same process,. we .can. get
(3) HAB=HAk-Ck-D B~-rkhI(A; -r).

Now let us write B as
B=Af(A) +igo(A, -r)

=-rgo(A, -r).
Then

HAB= (HA-r) go (A, -r) +-r (HAgo(A, -r)).
Repeating .the same argument,' w.e.get - '.

B=Af(A) +-rk+Ih(A, 1.").
Now let us apply HA both sides. Then'

-rkhI(A, -r) =HAB= (k+ l)-rk(HA1.")h(A, -r) +-rk+I (HAh (A, -r)).
Hence '. -

I
h(4, -r) (k+ l)(l:lA-r) [hI (A>-r) -:--rHAh(A, -r)].

We notice th~t hI(A, -r)::pO in V from (3) ..

TherefOl:e -' .

h(A, ~) = [(k+ 1) (HA-r).r I hI (A,~) {1--r ~~~~~~)) }

= [(k+ l)(HA-r)]-IhI(A, -r) {1+~(A, -r)}.
Let us set

and

Then

.. ; '~ r

B=Af(A) +eo~1."k+l(l+~(4, -r)),
where ~(O, 0) =0. .", ' . - .' .

Also
u=A+iB
=A+iAj(A) +ieoK1:k,+1(l+~(A, 1:))., .

= {1+ij(A)} [A+i;~K~~l't:ji(Al)J
. ,_., f() "'.'

= {1+ij(A)} [A+ie K-rHI1+~(A,-r) ~ij(A.) (l+~(A, 1.")) ] .
o ,1+[j(A)J2

= {1+ij(A)} [A+ (1+~(A, -r))!(A)e ~i~l+i+iiK'Ck+l(l+~(A,1."»]
1+[j(A)]2 0 ...0.. . l+[j(A)]~'

We can choose our new coordinates· x; ysuch ,that
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x=A+e K-rH1 (1+~(A, z)) f(A)
o 1+[f(A)J2 '

y= {K(l+if>(A, z-)) } l/k+lZ-
1+[f(A)J2 .

We note that
(4) x=A+eoyHlf(A).
We can solve the equation (4) with respect to A to get

A=A(x, yk+l).

Then we set
r(x, yk+l) = f(A (x, yk+l))

to get
(5)

Let the local chart (U, x, y) be as in the theorem. Then two points
(x, y) and (x', y') in U satisfy

u(x, y) =u(x', y')
if and only if

x=x' and y= +y'.
We also note that 4nu= {(x,y)EUIY=O}.

DEFINITION 1. Let D be a subset of R2 and C be the field of complex
numbers. Let u be a mapping from D into C. The fiber of u at
zEu(D) is the set of points (x, y) in D such that u(x, y) =z.

DEFINITION 2. Let D and u be as in the definition l.
We say that D is u-symmetric if (x, y) ED if and only if (x', y')

ED for any (x', y') satisfying u(x', y') =u(x, y).

In the theorem 1 we can choose U to be u-symmetric and small
enough so that the following holds.

(*) The fibers of u in U consist of either of a single point, when
they are contained in un 4, or else of a pair of points, (x, y)
and (x, -y), when they do not interset 4.

Hence forth we assume that U has the property (*) aI1d also
(**) u(U+) is connected and simply connected,

where U+= {(x, y) E Uly>O}.
Now let if> be a holomorphism of the upper half disk
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D+= {zECllzL<l~'Imz>O} _. ._.
onto U (U+), which extends as a~ Coo map· up to the piece of boundary

1= {(x, 0) ECllxl<:ll:__.- -~ . _
and maps diffeomorphically I ~nto u(},'nU) with ifJ(O) =u(wo). Such
a holomorphism exists by the Riemann mapping theorem.--

Set then ..
Uo - if)~rou.

Then Uo is a Coo map of U into C and
uo(U) =D+ U 1.

We note from the theorem that for j "':':1, 2, ..., k

()juo ( 0)-0oyi _x, __ - •

Thus we derive that
, '., ., ~

uo(x, y) =uo(x, 0) +i.soyk+lUl(X, y)
=i.soyk+lul (x,y).-

But we have

-:(;-:-k+-=l:-'l)-y~k ~; = [1+ir(O, 0) ]i.so

=i.sOUl (0, 0) ~~ (0).

In fact, from (5) we get

'_._~; = ~~ ,Ooj =iry(x, yk+1) (k+l)yk(x+icoyk+l)

+(1+ir(x, yk+1» (ieo(k+ 1) yk).
Hence

(k+
1
1) yk .~~ \eo, 0) = [1+ir (0, 0)] (i.so)

and, as u=ifJouo;we get 'from (6)

ou _oifJ oUo _{. (k+1) k ( )+. -k+lOUl}~OtP
oy - oz oy - z.so Y Ul x, Y ZcoY oy OZ •

. -Hence

(k+
1
1) yk •~u 1_. -:iSOUl (0,0) OJ (0).uy (0-0) ..' uz

.-From the ~oove, .we have

1+r(O, 0) =Ul(0,0) ~~ (9): -
Now ifJ is a diffeomorphism of the interval I onto the arc of curve
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u (X n U) which means that
<jJ(x) =u(t(x), 0)

with x-t (x) a diffeomorphism of I onto an open interval containing
t=O.

Thus

ifJ(x) =u(t(x), 0)
= {l+ir(t(x), O)} t(x).

Hence

~(O)=~(O)oz ox
= {1 +ir(O, O)} t' (0) + irz (t (0) , 0) t (0)
= {l+ir(O, O)} t' (0)

as ifJ(O) =t(O) =O=u(wo).
We note that t' (0) >0 as ifJ preserves orientation.
We reach the conclusion that

U1 (0,0) = {l+ir (O,O)} [1+ ir\O, 0) J et' (0) J-1

= et' (0)J-1
and therefore, that

uo(x, y) =uo(x, 0) +i t' ~O) yk+1[1 +fjJ(x, y)J

with fjJ(O, 0) =0.
Let fjJ(x, y) =a(x, y) +i{3(x, y).

Then

( ) _ ( 0) - {3(x, y)I+1 +. 1 ..k+l[l+ ( )JUo x,y -Uo x, t'(O) Zt'(O)Y- a x,y

with a (0, 0) =0, (3(0, 0) =0.
Therefore

X=u (x 0) (3(x, y)yH1
o , t' (0)

y=k+1j l+a(x, y) .Iyj
'V t' (0)

is a bona fide change of coordinates ina neighborhood of wo.
In this new coordinates we have

uo=X+iyHl,
u=if>(X+iyk+1).
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THEOREM 2. Let L be a Ca> complex vectQr field ~n Q defined, by (l)
and let b(x, t) satisfy the condition Mk,for k~2n+l, (n=O, 1,2, ...).
,.1n.,qriler that

Lu=O
has a Ck solution u such that du=l=O at every point in an open neighborhiJod
V of Wo in I it is necessary and sufficient ,that there be a local chart
(U, x, t) in V centered at Wo in which. .

L=g(~+itk~)at ox
In U= {(x,t) EUlt=O}

with g E Coo (U) nowhere, zero.

Proof. The sufficiency is self....:evid~nt;'To prove the necessity, we
represent the solution u as

u:'-ifJ(X+iYHl)..
We see, by taking U small enough, that we must have

ifJ' eX+iyk~l) L(X+iyHl) -0,
and since ifJ' (0) =1=0,

LX+(k+l)iykLY=O.:
o 0

Hence L= (~X) oX + (LY) ay

= (LY) (o~ - (k+ l)iyko~)·
It suffices to take x= - Vk+ 1 X and t= ~k+l' Y. In fact,

~=~ ox =-~ ~k+l,
oX • ,ox oX . ox
o -oat : '- 0 k -" ,

oY=at oY= at ~k+l.

Therefore

L=(LY) ~k+l{~ +itk:X)~,
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